ABSTRACT. We have proved earlier that a certain class of functions, which is useful in the study of analytic structure associated with a uniform algebra, is plurisubharmonic, if the algebra satisfies Basener's conjecture. In this paper we prove the plurisubharmonicity of these functions without the hypothesis of Basener's conjecture.
PLURISUBHARMONIC FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED
WITH UNIFORM ALGEBRAS DONNA KUMAGAI ABSTRACT. We have proved earlier that a certain class of functions, which is useful in the study of analytic structure associated with a uniform algebra, is plurisubharmonic, if the algebra satisfies Basener's conjecture. In this paper we prove the plurisubharmonicity of these functions without the hypothesis of Basener's conjecture.
Introduction.
Let A be a uniform algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X with spectrum M. Fix f EA. (By this we mean the Gelfend transform of /.) For each X E C we define /_1(X), the fibre above X, to be the set, {</> E M\f{<p) = X}.
Consider the compact subset of C,Kg(\) = g\f~l{X)), g EA. If u is a set function mapping compact subsets of C into R U {00} then we can associate a function, U on a component of C \ f(X) by (*) U:\^u[Kg{\)}.
Using the subharmonicity of functions arising in this manner Aupetit and Wermer [1] have extended Bishop's theorem relating the finiteness of /_1(^) w^h the existence of analytic structure in M. These types of functions have motivated Aupetit and Slodkowski's recent work on analytic multivalued functions which reduces some fibre problems in a uniform algebra to the study of the geometry of domain of holomorphy [2] . We have shown in [3] that a certain class of functions of type (*) associated with g E Cr(X), and f E A are subharmonic using the concept of the space of representing measures. In order to offer a unified approach to establishing subharmonicity of functions of type (*), we have proved earlier the following: THEOREM l [4] . Denote by n™-^ ¿he Cartesian product of n copies of M and 0n A the n-fold tensor product of A with itself. For f E A, define F : FJ" M -► C" by Li-i where dt denotes the ith Shilov boundary [4, 5] . Then ip is plurisubharmonic.
Since the restriction of a plurisubharmonic function to any complex line is subharmonic, by proper choice of G in ®n A and complex line, L, the subharmonicity of various functions associated with A can be established by ib\r,.
In this paper we prove [Theorem 3] that ip is plurisubharmonic without the hypothesis of Basener's conjecture, thus extending Theorem 2 to an arbitrary uniform algebra. Then, we exhibit how ib\^ is used to obtain the uniform proof of various functions associated with A, including those in the Aupetit-Wermer paper.
Using the Banach algebra techniques Slodkowski has given an alternate subharmonicity proof for these functions [6] . Senickin [7] has shown that the functions, X -» nth diameter of Kg(\) and X -♦ capacity of Kg{\) are subharmonic using certain bounded analytic functions defined on a disc in C. In our proof of plurisubharmonicity of ip we adopt Senickin's technique to construct similar bounded analytic functions on a disc in Cn and apply the Oka-Wermer method, which was first introduced by Wermer in [8].
2. Let A,X,M be as defined before. The tensor product, 0"=í A¡, of uniform algebras Ar on Xz is the smallest closed subalgebra of C(Il¿Li Xx) generated by functions of the form, 11?= i hfa), where /i,GA, and xl € Xz. ®n A will denote the tensor product of n copies of A, and F|" M, the Cartesian product of n copies of M.
For/ll/2l...,/n€i4define 7: üi^ -C* by 7{<f>u... ,4>n) = (f^),..., fn(<f>n)).
Our main theorem is as follows. Then, ip is plurisubharmonic on W.
We shall need the following lemmas.
LEMMA 1 (Senickin). Fix f eA. Let A be a disc contained in f(M)\f(X) and centered at a, and let 6A be the topological boundary of A. Let mo be an arbitrary pomtin f~l(a) andp, be a representing measure for mr, with respect to the restriction algebra, A.lfry For each hEA define on A :
iV'L^*""' (,6i)- exist. The £¿ in bUj should be chosen so that (fi,£2,---»£n) is in bU. In case (7; = {a.,} we put r¡ij(aj) = hij(sj) and ctJ = r¡lj{aj). In the remainder of the proof the assertions for an open disc, Uj, will hold trivially if Uj = {a0}.
Consider the function hi defined by hi = Y^i^ilYj^ cij)h-ii■ Clearly, hi E A. Reasoning just as before, we can find m2 E f2 1{^2) with (4) lim |772(2)| < \h2(m2)\ {zEU2).
Z-Í2
From (2), (3), and (4) we have, for zEUi (5) lim |77i(z)| < \h2{m2)\.
z-> Í1
Continuing in this manner we obtain for zEUi (6) Thus, from (6) we obtain hfo,---,£n)|<|tf<mi.mn)|<?nM« \H\.
This is true for almost all points in bU, and 7 is analytic. So, |7(ai,...,an)| < max7--i((,t/) \H\. Hence, \H(s)\ < maxy-i^ry) \H\. Since s and H were chosen arbitrarily, and since drj(<8)n A)v is the closure of the generalized peak points of (®n A)vj this yields the desired conclusion: a0((g)Aj nr'(o) = 0.
V n Jv
Proof of Theorem 3. We need to show:
(i) rp is upper semicontinuous on W, and (ii) if T is an arbitrary linear transformation, ip o T is subharmonic on W in each variable. For proof of (i) see [4] . To prove (ii), let L and D be as in Lemma 2. Choose a polynomial P with^k <FteP on6D.
We must show tp\L<ReP onD. The hypothesis implies that \G\ ■ |e_p| < 1 on bD. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. The plurisubharmonicity of ip gives a uniform proof for subharmonicity of various functions of the type (*) described in the introduction which are useful in the study of analytic structures.
We give one example in Corollary 1. Proofs for other functions, which are also easy consequences of Theorem 3, are given in [4] . 
